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Automatic Detection of Hail by Radar

I. INTRODUCTION

There has long been a need for an operationally etfective means of distinguishing

storms that produce hail. Over the years, radar meteorologists have been able to

identify hail-producing cells with some success by examining radar returns for one

or more storm characteristics such as echo tops, maximum reflectivities, heights

o)f various reflectivities and tilt. Recently, Liem,n performed a study of the exist-
ing hail identification techniques; he derived a set of very successful severe hail-

storm identification criteria lor the WSR-57 radar based on the three-dimensional

reflectivitv structure of a model severe hailstorm.

The structural nature of the Lemon hail criteria suggested the development of

a hail analysis algorithm for automated identification of hailstorms. The types of

data required to test the conditions in the criteria are readily available in our

existing Modular Radar Analysis System (MRAS). 2 In the course of development,

we added six additional hail indicators to supplement the Lemon criteria. Four of

these proved useful.

(Received for publication 29 September 1982)

1. Lemon, L. R. (1978) On the Use of Storm Structure for Hail Identification,
Preprints. 18th Conference on Radar Meteorol.. Boston, Am. Meteorol. Soc.,
203 -206.

2. Forsyth. D.E., Bjerkaas, C.L., and Petrocchi, P.J. (1981) Modular Radar
Analysis Software System (MRASS), Preprints, 20th Conference on Radar
Meteorol. , Boston, Am. Meteorol. Soc., 696-699.
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2. HAIL INDICATORS

Our nine hail indicators were formulated to determine the existence of radar

reflectivity structural features generally associated with hail producing cells.

These hail features are represented schematically in a model of an ideal hail cell

(Figures I and 2).
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Figure 1. Vertical Cross Section of Radar
Reflectivities in a Model Hailstorm

Descriptions of the nine hail indicators and the rationale for their use are

presented as follows:

1. Mid-level (5 to 12 km reflectivity is at least 50 dBZ. Indicators I through 3

are almost direct adaptations of the Lemon criteria. Indicator I tests for a given
reflectivity value in the mid-level regions. Lemon found from studies by Donaldson :

:3. Donaldson, R. J. ( 1961) Radar reflectivitv profiles in thunderstorms,
J. Meteorol. 18:292-305.
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echo region or above the overhang itself. These conditions are shown in our hail -

storm model.

4. The maximum reflectivity at any level is at least 55 dBZ. Indicator 4

searches for a peak reflectivity value above a given threshold. This type of

indicator has been used in the past with varying degrees of success.

5. The area of the 30-dBZ echo at any mid-level is at least 10 percent greater

than the area of the lowest level 30-dBZ echo. It was the intent of indicator 5 to

supplement indicator 2. From our hail model, it would appear that the area of a

mid-level slice would always be larger than the area of a low-level slice.

6. The direction )f tilt lies to the right of and/or behind the direction toward

which the cell is moving. The direction of tilt is defined as the horizontal angle

between the direction of the cell motion and a line directed through the centroid of

a mid-level slice. A centroid is ihe calculated center of mass for a given slice as

shown bv lower case letters a, b, d, and e iti the hail model. Indicator 6 supple-

ments the test bv indicator 3 and confirms the existence of a %% ER oil the right or

-ear flank of a cell, as shown bv the model hailstorm.

7. The 30-dBZ top is at least 8 ki. Echo tops have long been used as a means

,t detecting hail. One problem is the selection of proper height thresholds which

%arv in different geofraphic regions and with the height of the tropopause. The

onmbination or reflectivitv threshold and height (30 dl3Z, 8 ki) was selected for the

Oklahoma storms )n the basis ,f preliminlary tests.

8. The direction of tilt is towards the south. This test supplements the test

tv indicator 6. If we assume that most cells move in an easterly direction, this

indicator tests for a cell tilt to the right of the cell direction as does indicator 6.

Indicator 8 covers cases where the direction of movement for a given cell is

iinknitwn.

9. The movement of a cell is to the right or left of the mean motion of all cells.

Indicator 9 was introduced as an experimental indicator to determine if hailstorms

have a preferred direction of motion relative to the direction of motion of

ther storm cells.

3. AI(;ORITIHM TESTS

The hail algorithm is one of four Special Analysis Modules (SAIS) operating

unider the Modular Radar Analysis Svstem (MRAS). r'he MRAS also preprocesses

he radar data acquired during an antenna volumetric scan sequence and saves these

,tata for use by the SAMs. The volumetric scan consists of a predetermined number

)t azimuthal scans at selected elevation steps. A typical volumetric scan sequence

that we usod for our data acquisition was composed of five 360, azimuthal scans at

.levit torts of 0. 2. 0. 5, 1. 5, 3. 0. and 5. 0 degrees.

10



Representations of tie data acquired by the ,olumetric scan sequence are

shown in Figurs 1 and 2. The straight lines represent elevation radials that

verierate slices through a given cell. For each slice, tie I d AS provides data

defining tue slice elevation angle, cross sectional area enclosed by tie 30-dBZ

reflectivity contour, coordinates of tue weighted centroids (center of mass), maxi-

mum reflectivity, and the time of observation. For each cell, data are provided

defining tue maximum reflectivity. ieig:it of tne cell's tallest slice, and tie cell'

speed and direction.

Tnese acquired data are used by tue nail algorithm to determine an assignme

of one of three labels for each nail indicator. A "Y" is assigned if the conditions

of tie indicator are met; an "N" is assigned if tie conditions are not met; finally,

a "" is assigned if the conditions of tae indicator cannot be tested because of

insufficient data. An insufficient data situation occurs when the predetermined

volumetric scan sequence does not permit measurements above a required altitude.

A more detailed description of tie nail algoritnm is included in Appendix A.

4. TEST CONSIDERATIONS

The hail algorithm was tested on arcuived radar data obtained by a 10-cm radar

in Oklauoma during the Joint Doppler Operational Project (JDOP). 5 Our test re-

sults were verified by ground truth data provided by S. Nelson of tie National Severe

Storm Laboratory (NSSL) from a ground observer network located west of the radar

site. We tested data from nine selected days of diverse weather situation including

a total of 206 observations. A valid observation required at least one of the two

following conditions: A radar cell was identified within coverage of the ground

observer network and/or a ground observer report was submitted of precipitation

occurring during the period of radar operation.

For each observation, we performed our nine hail indicator tests. The out-

come of each test and the associated ground report for the observation was used to

classify the test into one of five categories: x, y, z, w, and u. Category x

(successes), represented tests where the conditions of the indicator were met and

hail was verified within an area defined by tue 30-dBZ contour of the cell. The time

constraint for nail verification required that the time of the reported event be within

the period required to complete a volumetric scan which was typically 5 min. Time

uncertainties reported by the ground observers were added to the time constraints.

These uncertainties were generally less than 5 min. Category v (failures) represented

5. JDOP Staff (1979) Final Report on the Joint Doppler Operational Project (JDOP)
1976-1978. NOAA Tech. Memo, ERL NSSL- 86 Norman, OK, 84 pp.
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tests where the conditions of tne indicator were not met altnough hail was verified.

Category z (false alarms), represented tests where the conditions of the indicator

were met but hail was iot verified. Category w represented tests where the condi-

tions of the test were not met and hail not verified. Category u (unknowns),

represented tests that could not be made owing to insufficient data.

We used the results of the tests to establisn weighting functions for each of tue

nine nail indicators. Upon finding these functions, we were able to total a score

for each observation that was a sum of the successful weignted indicators. We then

used these scores to identify a given radar observation in one of four ways: a

hailer, a probable hailer, a nonhailer, or an unknown.

5. iI(;IIT DETERMINATION

We based our assigned weighting functions on the critical success index (CSI)
6

for each indicator. Donaldson defined the CSI as the ratio of successful predictions

of a critical event to the sum of succ,-ssful predictions plus unsuccessful predic-

tions of both types. In terms of our test categories, we can express inis as:

(SI = x/(x+y+z) . (1)

The results of our tests %ere used also to determine probabilities of detection

(PODs) and false alarm ratios (FARs).

The probability of detection is the proportion of nail events correctly predicted

by the indicator test:

POD = x/(x+y) . (2)

The false alarm ratio is the proportion of false indicator -'redictions of hail:

FA R = z/(x+z) . (3)

A summary of the indicator tests and the calculated success indices are shown in

Table 1.

It can be noted that test categories w and u are not used to determine the success

inCices. While tie rejection of u is obvious, the rejection of w requires some

clarification. It would appear that a prediction of no hail when in fact hail was not

6. Donaldson, R. J. , Dyer, R. M. , and Kraus, A]. (1975) An Objective Evaluator
of Techniques for Predicting Severe Weather Events, Preprints, 9th Confer-
ence on Severe Local Storm-. Boston, Am. Meteorol. Soc. , 321-5.
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reported, constituted a success. The problem lies in the uncertainties in observing

and reporting a nail event. Light hail can be easily masked when embedded in a

heavy shower, or its occurrence can be missed if the edge of the nail falls a short

distance away from an observer. In Table 1, we can see that w is large when com-
pared wito x + v + z. Uncertainties in w would overwhelm the meaning of any

measure of the reliability of the hail iden*ification technique which depends on w.

Another reason to ignore A is that the number of nonhail events greatly exceeds

the nur. ber of hail events. One can envision the use of a very insensitive hail

indicator to predict hail. If w were counted as a success, the overwhelming
number of w 's relative to a few failures to predict hail would result in a deceptive

high i FS. .inali%, any index involving w, even if w is measured ziccurately, would

tell us more .boUtf the cliniatologica (occurrence of hail rather than the success of

the hail identification method.

Table I. Su1nni,,rv of the Indicator 'ests and the (alculated (SIs, P()l)s, and
FAiHs for 206 ()bservations

Indicator 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3 30 10 47 16 26 8 34 20

- 1 2 1 9 21 11 0 5 19

z 5 1 I 3T 8 10 2 7 25

% 101 92 88 113 99 70 79 87 25

u 6.,1 74 106 0 62 89 117 73 117
(.SI 0. 85- 0. 750 0. 833 0. 505 0. 356 0.553 0.800 a. ;39 0.312

POD 0.973 0.938 0.909 0.839 0.432 0.703 1.00 0.872 0.513
IF \H 0. 122 0.210 0.091 0.440 0.333 0.278 0.200 0. 171 0.556

Although we recognize that the hail indicators are not totally independent

parameters, they were treated as such by normalizing the CSIs to compute a weight-

ing function \A for each indicator i as shown by the expression:

2

(S1
'A N (4)

v. here N = he n1urLober of indicators.

I his equ:ition gives the highest weights to those indicators with the highest
(I as .vhere the sumi of ill tie indic:itor weights VA to \\ n I. It should be noted

13



that this technique d~kes not maximize the PODs 'minimize the FARS. The (CSI

is a parameter measuring the over-all effectivc, ,-ss of our prediction and includes

both the hail events that we failed to predict and our false alarms. It has at range

of values from 0 to I with I being a perfect predictor and 0 meaning we haven't

improved our prediction at all.

Listed in Table 2 are two sets of weighting functions for each hail indicator.

The first set of functions was calculated fromn the CSIs determined in our tests.

From these results we can see that indicators 5 and 9 ar'V 11ot useful as hlail pr-

dictors because of their low ('Sls. A second set of functions and the ones wte finiAl

used were calculated without indicators 5 and 9.

Table 2. We'ighting F~unct ions IDete t'mined F"romn (SIs for Each Indicator

Indicator 1 2 3 4 5 6 i 8

Set I 0. 19 0. 14 0. 18 0. 06 0. 03 0.08 0. 16 0. 14 0. 02

Set 2 0.20 0. 15 0. 18 0. 0, . ....' 0.08 0. 1 0. 15'...'

6. 11.ST EVALUATION

These initial results show the relative validity )f the nline hail indic ator,*. Ani

important comparison is one( that we can make between the combinied (CSI of the first

three indicators and the com bined C'SI of the parie nt WS H-57 hail criiteia. We ohb-

tained a C'SI or 0. 8 13 comnpa red to a (CSI o)f 0. 700 obtainted bv L e mon. I' ,his appa :'-

ent disc re panic can be attributed to the tfac t that two di ffe rent cr'it eriia were, used

to yeri fv the suc-cessful hail predict ions, Inl the WHS -57 hail crtiteria evaluation

tests, a successful ptrediiction r'equir'ed hail fallIs with stonle dliatoett'rs , 1. 9 cm.

No minimium size limitations were im posed to yeify hail talls that were predicted

by our- hail algorithm which would in, effect te suit in fewer false' alarlnis and a better

(CSI valte.

One of the unexpected resuilts of the te~sts, was the low effettivet'tss of the

55 -,mIz 'eflettiitv o(ndcator- 4) as at dependaible halil indicator. In anlOthei' s0td

by D~ennis. 4 in Nebraska, high reflectivity provided anexelen indication oit' hail.

We (,an attribute these conflicting results at estit) palt to chltatologii'al t'attors.

ats suggested1 by Donaldson. 60m11 data inc~ledl manyv thundlerstormns that produc-ed

heavy showers but not hail. Ifigh reflct i~it it's dIt't'd to these' storm11s i't'Sultetl inl

false alarmis that lowered the magnitude of the C'SI. It should be note'd, howev'er,

that the magnitude of the [U01) is still at anl acce'tptable letland we Should not

underestimate the usefulness of this oi diato'..

14



.\ritit t'-sult fin question is- the tinrevalistic P)D value itl 1. 00 sh:own under

Inicator- 1 U)3) di )1,3 kill). Unfor-tunatelv we lid nit ibtain a lar-ge enough data

iTn it I to peititil t. a "III ntrItel reiable eva lint im )n o)Iflti; iidi catoz. A shi It zOf

Miot Oh iml on a si mess to tai lre categli-v wo)uld have had a large influence

th ' tlP)])i va lie Outr data sam ple was small because the heights f more than half

'! !)w ltilr sl1l tilli 11ot be( tier-iined (iwinvy to antenna elevation limits during

i,1e.a '-jso it i. \\still teel, however,. that fltis itndicator is an excellent hail

fhI'l t ii 6 (1e )irtnIi tilt lies to ie( i ht :I and. or- behind the fi recttoii

owlit Whici tilt el is1 1- moving) and indicator, 8 Mth ilir-ection o)f tilt is towar-ds thre

south) m-. revlatedl inl that tlte\ bith test for the Iit'iction i)f stormti tilt. Surprisingly.

net ' st s;howt that tiidirit-r 8 is- siiifcntvlttet than indic-ator- 6. In1 retro-

p-l1 it mtpelr- that the( colditiois for testinQ indicator, 6 weetoo i'estirictive,

:atltl 1alt ittletlotn a tilt ito thetear of tile stol'm dlrecthir.

Of thet nille i odi :itois tes-tedl, . andl I have CSIs below 0. 500. We could it.
of citinse, ius" tose it(ilamtrs inl niakinLg flt, final hail deter~minations. However.

1rev still reniajiml inl tit( hail algorithmfor',1,1 fulture' test otirposes.

1-. IAI I)'NIICUA'ION

%e usewd Lte results at th bcIjdi cator* tests to foitiulate threshold Values to

idientif'y a given r-adar- ibsetryationi. Our- thresholds were determni ed by a scoring i
nitetliod descriibet) below%.

I able 31. 1 tuth [able Showing the Results of' the Indicator 'jests r'or Four- Sam ple
ldarOh.,wrvatvios

Idatr 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 YSUNI NSUNI C F SCORE 013S 11)

\egt 20 15 18 7 8 17 15 68 24

O1is t Y Y Y N L' N Y 68 24 92 74 HAIL

( bs2 :! N N Y N N 1. 27 58 85 32

Oh 1)'i I Y IN t 1 412 8 5 0 8)4 lHOH

O hs 4 U U U N I L 8 l 7 15 53 I'NKN

Inl Table 3. NVSUI is the We ightted sum ifl test,, that have met their criteria (YV)s;

N'1'\MIis flte xeialited sutm iof tests- that have it met their criteria (N~s. The (Uls

15



are tests that could not be performed because of insufficient data; CF is the sum of

YSUM and NSUM. Since CF is the maximum possible weighted sum for tests that

could be performed for a given cell, we can consider CF as a Confidence Factor

for that cell; CF = 100 if all of the tests are performed. A relative score (SCORE)

is determined by a ratio of the sum of the successful tests to the total possible sum

or

SCORE - (YSUM/CF) X 100 . (5)

After finding the SCOREs for each of the 206 observations in our tests, we

endeavored to find the best SCORE thresholds that could identify storms with the

highest probability of success. The CSIs. PODs, and FARs were calculated for

ten ranges of the SCORE and for three ranges of the confidence factor (CF) as shown

in Table 4. Once again, for each SCORE and CF range we define x as cells in which

hail indicator conditions were met and hail confirmed; y as cells in which hail indi-

cator conditions were not met but hail reported; z as cells in which the hail condi-

tions were met but hail not confirmed; u as cells in which the hail indicator condi-

tions could not be tested; and w as cells in which the indicator conditions were not

met and hail not reported. The confidence level ranges were arbitrarily chosen to

show the trend of success indices as the confidence level increases.

A comparison of the CSIs vs SCORE for the three CFs is shown by the graph in

Figure 3. From the graph, we can see that the best threshold for identifying hail-

storms for all three CFs is a SCORE that is at least equal to 60. We can also see

that as the CF becomes greater we increase our CSI but lose some of our cell popu-

lation. A good compromise for identifying hailstorms turns out to be aSCORE -? 60

with a CF > 50.

Figure 4 provides a flow diagram showing the required conditions for deter-

mining our four storm identifiers. Radar observations in which only 25 percent or

less of weighted tests could be made (CF <- 25) are disregarded and labeled as

unknown (UNKN). Remaining storms with scores > 60 are labeled as hailer (HAIL)

if CF > 50 or as probable hailers (PROB) if CF ! 50. Observations with scores < 60

are considered to be nonhailers. Going back and applying the hail algorithm to our

data that included 206 radar observations, we obtained the results shown in

Table 5.

16
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Table 4. Hail Success Indices vs SCOREs for Three Confidence Factor (CF)
Ranges

CF > 0

SCORE - 0 t 10 - 20 > 30 - 40 > 50 60 - 70 - 80 - 90

x 56 53 53 52 51 51 51 48 42 39

y 0 3 3 4 5 5 5 8 14 17

z 150 42 37 35 32 28 24 23 23 21

u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

w 0 108 113 115 118 122 125 127 127 129

CSI 0.27 0.54 0.57 0.57 0.58 0.61 0.64 0.61 0.53 0.51

POD 1.00 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.86 0.75 0.70

FAR 0.73 0.44 0.41 0.40 0.39 0.35 0. 32 0.32 0.35 0.35

CF> 25

SCORE 1 0 a, 10 > 20 -30 -40 -50 -60 70 > 80 90

x 37 37 37 37 35 35 35 32 26 23

y 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 5 11 14

z 106 21 17 15 12 8 5 3 2 2

63 63 63 63 63 63 63 63 63 63

w 0 85 89 91 94 98 101 103 104 104

CSI 0.26 0.64 0.69 0.71 0.71 0.78 0.83 0.80 0.67 0.59

POD 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.87 0.70 0.62

FAR 0.74 0.36 0.32 0.29 0.26 0. 19 0. 12 0.09 0.07 0.08

CF> 50

SCORE 0 -10 20 30 40 50 60 i70 "80 0

x 33 33 33 33 31 31 31 28 23 20

y 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 5 10 13

z 97 13 10 8 5 3 2 0 0 0

u 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76

w 0 84 87 89 92 94 95 97 97 .97

CSI 0.25 0.72 0.77 0.80 0.82 0.86 0.89 0.85 0.70 0.61

POD 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.85 0.70 0.61

FAR 0.75 0.28 0.23 0.29 0. 14 0.09 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table 5. Hail Identification Summary and Success Indices for 206 Radar
Observations

Number of
Cell Observations Hail Failed to False Alarms
Identifiers Identified Occurrences Detect Hail of Hail

Hailers 33 31 2 2

Prob Hailers 7 4 0 3

Nonhailers 103 2

Unknowns 63 19

Cell Successes Failures False
Identifiers (x) (y) Alarms (z) POD FAR CSI

Hailers 31 2 2 0.939 0.061 0.886

Hailers and 35 2 5 0.946 0. 125 0.833
Prob Hailers

Out of 206 observations, the hail algorithm identified 33 cells as HAILERS.

Only two of the identified HAILERS were false alarms and only two hail occurrences

were not identified by the algorithm to give as a probability of detection (POD = 0. 939,
a false alarm ratio (FAR) = 0.061 and a critical success index (CS!) = 0. 886. We
were able to identify an additional seven PROBABLE HAILERS by using a tower

confidence factor but we also increased our false alarms. When using the lower

confidence factor we in effect improved our probability of detection to 0. 946 but

increased our false alarm ratio to 0. 125 and decreased our critical success index

slightly to 0. 833. Out of the 103 observations identified as NONHAILERS, only two
were reported as hailers. We did not use these observations to calculate our

success indices because of the uncertainties in the reporting of nonsevere events

but the correct identification of a NONHAILER is in fact a successful prediction.

All of the results of the most current analysis are stored on disc for subsequent

(all by the MRAS print and plot modules. Our print output lists the results of the

analysis in a format similar to the one shown in Table 3. The plot output is dis-
displayed on a CRT monitor in conjunction with the track output. In addition tolH
other track information, each cell is annotated with a symbol H. P. U or a blank

to indicate if the cell was identified as a hailer, a probable hailer, an unknown or

a nonhailer, respectively, and the associatcd score.
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8. (:ON(:[L, SIONS

We have shown that hailstorms can be automatically identified with a high degree

)f reliability by computer processing of real-time radar data. The advantages over

the past hail identification techniques are twofold. First, the computer processing

allows testing of many hail criteria. We were able to make at least nine tests

without timing limitations. Although we did exclude two of our initial tests, the

results indicate that our CSI increases as a function of the number of valid tests.

Our second advantage lies in the nature of the automatic technique, allowing an

analysis of every storm within the radars coverage area.

The only apparent limitations of the automatic hail detection technique is the

data acquisition constraint by the elevation scan sequence. A typical scan sequence

used to acquire the data for our study was composed of five elevations that included

0. 2. 0. 5, 1.5, 3.0. and 5. 0 degrees. At a maximum elevation of 5. 0 degrees, we

could not measure tops of storms above 8 km when the ground ranges of the storms

were less than 86 kn. We were able Lo test storms within this range with other

hail indicator tests but with less confidence.

In this study we were able to correlate storms producing hail without size dis-

tinction to a SCORE threshold resulting from successful indicator tests. A natural

extension of this work would be to correlate also hail size to the magnitude of the

SCORE. Recalling that the SCORE is actually a ratio of the positive tests to thetotal

tests performed, we can use only SCOREs where 100 percent of the tests were per-

formed to make a valid SCORE vs hail size correlation. In our study we found 93 obser-

vations in which 100 percent of the tests were performed but only 6 of these observa-

tions were hailers. We tried to correlate the SCORE of these observations to hail

size but the results were inconclusive. Our inability to make the SCORE vs hail

size correlation can be linked to our inability to make all of the indicator tests

particularly in cells within 86 km.

It should be pointed out that the elevation scan sequence used to acquire our

data has been designed with other objectives in mind. We intend to continue our

hail studies using a tailored elevation scan sequence that will enable complete testing

of more cells. One of the primary objectives of future studies will be to extend

)ur hail identification capability to include a prediction of hail size.
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Appendix A

Hail Algorithm Desciption

Al. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this algorithm is to predict one of the following four cases:

" a given storm produces hail,

* a given storm probably produces hail

" a given storm does not produce hail,

* a given storm cannot be analyzed due to lack of insufficient data.

This algorithm analyzes storm data available in a specific format as described
by the following. A storm is defined as a three-dimensional region of significant

reflectivity values (? 30 dBL). It is assumed to be made up of two dimensional

circular storm components occurring at different elevation angles of radar obser-

vation. A storm component has associated with it, a centroid, a maximum re-

flectivity value and an area. The centroid is represented in a Cartesian coordinate

system with the radar at the origin. The X-axis denotes east-west directions and

the Y-axis denotes north-south directions. The maximum reflectivity value in a
storm component is defined as the largest value of reflectivity obtained from the
radar for the resolution volumes within the identified storm component. The area
of a storm component is defined as the area of the circle representing the actual

storm component. The centroid, the maximum reflectivity and the area for each

storm component within a storm are obtained (refer to STORM STRUCTURE,
NX-DR-03-009) as inputs to this algorithm. Additional storm parameters will be
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used as prime inputs. These are the estimated speed and direction of storm move-

ment, the maximum reflectivity value within a whole storm, and the height of the

storm's highest detectable storm component.

Two definitions are necessary to understand the process of analyzing the

storm data. First is the overhang. A storm is said to have an overhang if the edge

of the storm component at height between 5 km and 12 km extends beyond the edge

of a storm component at the lowest elevation by at least 4 km. Second, a storm is

said to have a tilt, if the centroid of a midlevel storm component is to the right or

to the rear of the lowest level storm component.

Eight hail predictors are used to determine whether a given storm produces

hail, will probably produce hail, or will not produce hail. A weight is associated

with each predictor based on the empirical study of storms at AFGL. The pre-

dictors and their weights are:

1. The highest detectable storm component is at least 8 km. (Weight = 17)

2. The maximum reflectivity value within a storm is greater than 55 dliZ.

( eight 7)

3. The centroid of the lowest level storm component is to the north of

zi centroid at any higher level (Weight = 15)

4. The direction of tilt is between 45 and 100 degrees to the right of

the direction of storm movement. (Weight = 8)

5. The area of a storm component at any midlevel elevation is

greater than that at the lowest elevation. (Weight = 0)

6. The maximum reflectivity in a storm component at midlevels

(that is, 5 to 12 km heights) is at least 50 dBZ. (Weight = 20)

7. The overhang at the midlevel extends to at least 4 km beyond a

lower level storm component. (Weight = 15)

8. The highest elevation storm component exists above a midlevel

overhang. (Weight = 18)

The above predictors can be identified in two ways. A positive identification

occurs when sufficient data exists to test for the presence of the corresponding con-

dition associated with the predictor. Second, a probable identification occurs when

sufficient data does not exist (for example, the radar could not take measurements

beyond a fixed elevation angle). The algorithm tests for tnese two types of pre-

dictors and then computes two sums, one using only positive predictors and another

using only probable predictors. The decision of labelling a storm as positively.

probably, or not hail producing, or storm data is insufficient for hail analysis is

then made as indicated by the procedure section.
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Al.I Source
This algorithm has been implemented by Air Force personnel at the Air Force

Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL). Sudbury, Massachusetts

AI.2 Processing Environment

The HAIL algorithm is implemented as one of four special analysis modules

that operate under the Modular Radar Analysis Software Systems (MRASS) (see

Reference 2 in Section 1) implemented at AFGL, Sudbury. The algorithm requires

outputs from the modules implementing algorithms described in STORM STRUCTURE

(NX-DR-03-009), STORM FORECAST (NX-DR-03-008), and STORM CENTROIDS

(NX-DR-03-005).

A2. INPUTS

A2.1 Identification

AREA = Areas of the storm components of an identified

as given by STORM STRUCTURE (NX-DR-03-009).

DIRECTION = Direction of motion of each identified storm as

given by STORM FORECAST (NX-DR-03-008). If

the direction is not determined by STORM FORECAST,

then its value is set as unknown.

ELEVATIONS = Elevation angles of each radar scan constituting

one volume scan.

MAXIMUM STORM = Maximum detected reflectivity value among

REFLECTIVITY all storm components of each storm.

SPEED = Speed with which each identified storm is

moving as given by STORM FORECAST

(NX-DR-03-008). If the speed is not determined

by STORM FORECAST, then its valuc is set

as unknown.

STORMS = Identifiers for three-dimensional regions

characterized by a number of storm components

taken at successive elevations and with

reflectivity values above a given threshold.

STORM COMPONENT = Maximum reflectivity value detected in an

REFLECTIVITY individual storm component.

STORM TOP = Altitude of the centroid of the highest detectable

storm component in each storm. If the storm

component is detected at the highest elevation

angle the value is signed as a negative number.
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I I LaObse rvation timjes .tt th, beginning of each r~idar

scall, one for c'WH~ uev ition inrgle.

N-1'SITIN = -positrons of thre mjas6 weigiited centroids

(centers of mass)I of the stormi componen~ts

ohse rved it TIMES.

\-P'OSIlIOIN = ' -positions of ttar malss weighrted centroids (centers

of miass) of the stormi components obse rved

E\ EIG I II eighit factor aissociated with eachi of the

hail predictors identified in Section AlI.

A kll> is acqoired is an Output fromi STOR{M ST RUCT U R tNN-DR-03-009).

ILl'\ ATIONS and IMES are acquired directlY as measured values from the

Dorpple r n~r

SPFEIC] and DIRE('flON are acquired as outputs from STORM FORECASi

(.N D-03-008).

STORMS are acquired ais outputs from STORM CENTROIDS (NX-DR-03-605).

N - '( )Sl i ION, \-1POSITION, ST ORM TOP. MAXIMUM Sl.fORM1 REFLECTIVITY,

and SIOMi~d COMPONENT' REFLECTIVITY are acquired as outputs from STORM

SflCIiTKL (NN-13R-0:3-009).

k\ EIG HTI is a sYstem supplied paramreter whose value is based on the study of hail

produring storms.

A3. PROCEDJURE

A%3. Aigorillini

13EGILN ALGORITHM (HAIL)

1. 0 COXIPUfE (AVERAGE SPEED)

2. 0 COMIPUXE (AVERAGE DIRECTION)

3. 0 DO FOR ALL (STORMS)

3. 1 IF (SPEED is unknown)
III1EN (Set SPEED to AVERAGE SPEED)

EN]) IF
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.1. 2 IF (DIRECTION is unknown OR DIIEC 1'ION differs from

tAe AVERAGE DIRECTION by 900 or more)

I HEN (Set DIRECTION to AVEtRAGE DIRECTION)

END IF
3. 3 IF (SiORM LOP is not known)

THEN (Identify probable HAIL PREDIC'IOR #1)

END IF

3.4 IF (STOIRIM OP is at least 8 kn)

THEN (Identify positive ILAIL PREDICTOR #1)

END l1.

3. 5 IF- (IMAXIMUIM St'ORM REFLECIIVITY is greater than

55 dBZ)

TlEN (Identify oUsitive IHAIL PREDICTOR P2)

END IF

:3. 6 C()\IPU L (N-SPEED

3.7 IOM!IP'E (-SPEED)

3. 8 DO FOR ALL (ELEVA iIONS)

3. 8. 1 COMPUIE (RADIUS)

3. 8. 2 COMPUTE (RANGE)

3.8.3 COMPI'E (IElGil)
END 1)O)

3. 9 DO (ELEVAI'IONS) FROI] (Second lowest) TO (Highest)

3.9 . 1 COMPIUTE (\-DISPLACEI\ENI)

3. 9. 2 O1MI'ULE k( -DISPLACEMENT)

3. 9.3 )COIMIPUIL (DELiA ANGLE)

:3. 9.4 OM' IPL- '1) ISIANCE)

3. 9. 5 11. I - )ISPLACEMENI is negative)

THEN 'Identify positive HAIL PREDICTOR #3)

END I11

3.9.6 II (DELIA ANGLE is between 45 and 180 degrees)

THElN (Identify positive HAIL PREDICTOR #4)

END IF

3.9.7 IF (RADIUS of current storm component is greater

than RADIUS of lowest elevation storm component)

THEN (Identify positive HAIL PREDICTOR #5)

END IF

3. 9. 8 IF (HEIGHT of the current storm component is not

between 5 and 12 km AND STORMTOP is not known)

THEN (Identify probable HAIL PREDICTOR #6)

(Identify probable HAIL PREDICTOR #71

END IF
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1d 12 k I. AN I ' sI ilA )%11 (UAIIiNN1.

10 Nf)OII-Ai.,i'.of t( LXm,- stoKDcii copoen

is less tLi in 5 kni A\ND III AG IlT of the ci-trnt stormi

Cunipon tn i bet 'i 7)ird 12 kn

fl ( I\I:HIIAN(, Is-, i2e.:l 4 k!,_

1AILN (idt-ntII% 11iiv Of PI '(11A DRI_(i I

II I P

,i. 10 11, iIij.1 lIi (I tnl. sfo!,in c nionenf is ho(, the IILAGIIT

ste::!.~O Mov F~i ~* h )I(IANG

11 SIUI iol 1(1 )I 1'i ANII: is 1 hss thaIn or- equa to

a~~~, +h )1 lle storII! componnt that contains

THLN iidentif% pousitive ILXII. PRLEIICTOR o8)

3. 1 1 II- SJU MAI 101') is niot known)

THEN (IdentifY probable HALUl PREDICTOR #8)

E ND I I

3I. 12 I1- t IORI\ 101' is unknown AND H[EIGHT' of the highest

cievetfion storm component is less than 5 kin)

THEN (IdentifY pr-obable HIL PREDICTORS #2, #3. #4, and F:5)

END If-

3. 1:3 (.OAI'LI E II'OSI 1I\ E kkE IGI I)

3. 14 COMPI' (P'ROBIABLE \kEIGI1)

3. 15 (OMPLI L (CONFIDIENCE I-ACTOR)

3. 16 IF (CONf IDENCE FACTOR is greater- than 25)

THEN COIXPLEE (SCORE)

ELSE (L.ABL the current STORM\ as having insufficient data)

END 11



3. 17 IF (SCORE is less than 60)

THEN (LABEL the current STORM as a non-hail producer)

IF (CONFIDENCE FACT OR is greater than 50)

THEN (LABEL the current STORM as a hail producer)

ELSE (LABEL the cut-rent STORM as a probable producer of hail)

END IF

END IF

3. 18 W RITE (LA BEL)

END DO

END ALGORITHM(IIAIL)

A3.2 (iriputat 'on

A3.2. 1 NOrA lION

=AVLRAGE SPEED OF N storms in kmi/sec.

N = Number of stormis whose speeds are known.

S. =.Speed of i thstorm from SP'EEDJ in kmi/sec.

T5 = AVERAGE DIRECTION of N storms in radians.

ithh

SN. N-SPEEl). N-comiponent of the speed of the i storm in

km /sec.

SN N-SP~EED), Y-component of the speed of the i~ t stormi

in kmi/sec.

R. RADIUS of the storm component of the i thstorm -,t j I

elevation in kmi.
th th

A R.. Area of the storm component of the iH storm at j elevation

in kmi from ARFE..

Ili = M\athematical constant having a value of 3. 1416.

RC. = RA\NGE to the cent roid of the storm component of the i~ h storm

ait j t eevat ion ini kmi.

xNC.i = N-POSITION of the cent roid of the storm component of

tile i thstorm at j e ,levation in kmi.

N C . 'tY -POSITIO)N of the cent roid of the storm component of

1.1 the.th~ a .t elevation in kml.

i. = HI GHIT of the cent roid of the storm component of
thle i thstorml at 1e levation in kml.

= 'Fie je levation angle in radians available from

E1 EV AT I10 N( S.
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d.X. . = X-IJISPLACEMENT. relative distance in the X-direct ion
j th

between the location of the cc ntroid of the i storm
that jelevation and the location of the centroid of the

i storm at lowest elevation in kmi.

dT. = ime elapsed between radar scan at j thelevation
and radar scan at lowest elevation in seconds.

dY. Y -DISPLACEMENT, relative distance in the
13

Y-direction between the location of the cent roid
t 1 th

of thu I stormi it j e.levation and the locattion of the

cent roid of the i t stormi a# lowest elev'ationl in km.

dQ DELTA AN;GLE, the horizontal angle fornied by a

line from the cent roid of t hc stormi component of

teith Soma hithe istormat jelevation and thc cent void of' the

stormi component of thle samie stormn at lowest elevation

to a, line that is parallel to the direction of the storm's movemient.

HID. . The horizontal DISTANCE betwecti the Ce-tr vid of the
iith th
i-torni component of the i storitm at I l vat ilon and thet

c:ent void of the stormi component of the i-iame storm Jt

0. I lows U I I Ntoe it kil. e e-nteep f h t i

lowestNG elvton itnc k eNe th ni.o fi
iith ,th Afo an th,oiiiliotit'tt of the. i , toill it j (, lk\tiO ai th

foil hei- edge of thli sto vii component of thle saiie Stoiti

At lowest oevaItion inl kml.

01. STORM~ I'01' DI I'A NCE, tihioi-izonita I distanc betwet-ii

lie cent void of a stornm component of the it storml ait

nildlevel altitude (5 kml to 12 ki) and the cent void of thec

storni component of the same stormn at the highest elevaltion,

in km11.

PSWk = POSITIVE WEIGlrl., total \\eight of all the positive hail

predictors identified.

PRWM P110BAI3LL WEIGHT, total weight of all the probable

hail predictors identified.

POS = POSSIBILITY, a number indicating the measure of the

probability of labelling a STORM to be a potential hail

producer.

NOTE: This algorithm has been implemented on a 32-bit minicomputer.
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A3. 2. 2 SYMBOLIC FORMULAS

COMP3UTE (AVERAGE SPEED)

S(S.)]/N
COMPUTE (AVERAGE DIRECEION)

(D)IN

COMPUTE (X-SPEED)

SX . = (S.i) (sin D.

COMPUTE (Y-SPEED)

SY.i = (S.i) (cos D.i)

COMPUTE (RADIUS)

R= (AR./0 /
'a i

COMPUTE (RANGE)

RC1 [j(SC..j) (XC.i ) +(YC..) (YC.j) /

COMPUTE (HEIGHT)

H. ij= (RC ij) 2 /[(2) (1. 21) (637 1)]}) + ( (RC 3 ) (sin (

where 1. 21 is the index of refraction and 637 1 is the

radius of earth in km,

COMPUTE (X -DISPLACEMENT)

dX.. = XC..j - (XC.ilwet + (SX.i) (dT.)

COMPUTE (Y -DISPLACEMENT)

dY.. YC.. - (YC ilws)+ (SY . ) (dT.)
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COMPUTE (DELTA ANGLE)

dQ.. = [tan (dX j/dY. -

COMPUTE (DISTANCE)

HD.. = [(dX ij)2 + (dY ij)2]1 /2

COMPUTE (OVERHANG)

0.. H D.. -+ R. R.

O3 = Rij i(lowest)

COMPUTE (STORM TOP DISTANCE)

OD i = 1(dXi(mid) dXi(highest)
) 2 + WYi(mid) dYi(highest)))2]

I / 2

COMPUTE (POSITIVE WEIGHT)

PSW = Sum of the WEIGHT of positive RAIL PREDICTOR #i,

where i is index for positive predictors iI

COMPUTE (PROBABLE WEIGHT)

PRW = Sum of the WEIGHT of probable HAIL PREDICTOR #j.
where j is the index for probable predictors

COMPUTE (CONFIDENCE FACTOR)

CF = 100 - (PROBABLE WEIGHT)

COMPUTE (SCORE)

SCR = ((POSITIVE WEIGHT)/(CONFIDENCE FACTOR))*100

A4. INFERENCES

A4.1 Limitations

This algorithm is limited to three-dimensional reflectivity structure and

assumes that all storm component are circular. To provide optimum results, the
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volume data should be acquired at elevation angles which permit sampling up to

8 km in altitud, over the entire radar ,ange.

A4.2 IuturIe Die elopments

The algorithm is currently undergoing testing to optimize the WEIGHTs.
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